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Introduction: Placing Lamb

On 9 July 1798, the 36th and last issue of The Anti-Jacobin carried a long
poem, New Morality, a lively, vehement condemnation of ‘Jacobin’
attitudes and associates, which targeted Whig politicians and radical
writers alike. Parodying the ‘Theo-Philanthropic sect’ of revolutionary
sympathisers, French and English, it attacked their ‘mawkish’ sensibilities and ‘blasphemous’ sedition, and was illustrated the following
month by the ruthless cartoonist James Gillray.1 To feature in one of his
cartoons – albeit distorted and undignified – was to have arrived on the
political scene, and his bestiary of revolutionaries, capering around a
deconsecrated St. Paul’s, clearly showed who were the main ‘Jacobin’
targets of the government in the late 1790s. The Duke of Bedford
dominates the image, a monstrous whale whose inspiration, as the
poem shows, comes from Edmund Burke’s Letter to a Noble Lord.2 Astride
him are Charles James Fox and other Whig politicians, while William
Godwin, a little donkey, and Thomas Holcroft, a snapping crocodile,
scamper around. Before him, like Swift’s image of the tub thrown to a
whale, is a cornucopia of seditious literature. Pouring out come pamphlets and Whig newspapers – Mary Wollstonecraft’s Wrongs of Woman,
the Enquirer, the Monthly Magazine – pounced on by a donkey-eared
Robert Southey, whilst Samuel Taylor Coleridge, also depicted as an ass,
waves some Dactylics triumphantly. It is a reworking of Spenser’s monster
of Error, whose ‘vomit full of bookes and papers was,/With loathly frogs
and toades’.3 And indeed, in the very middle of the cartoon, just at the
foot of the cornucopia, sit a toad and a frog, croaking in glee as they
clutch their own work, Blank Verse (1798). Charles Lloyd and Charles
Lamb are right at the heart of this panorama of dangerous radicals.
Yet even as the other figures from the cartoon – Godwin, Holcroft,
Southey – are restored to the narrative of 1790s Romanticism, Lamb and
1
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Lloyd tend to be excluded. Blank Verse remains obscure, unread: we
have now forgotten about this other collaborative volume of 1798,
whose experimental poetics of radical simplicity pre-empted Lyrical
Ballads, and whose authors were once regarded as a ‘Jacobin’ threat.
Such overlooked works – which sometimes nestle in close proximity to
much better known counterparts – form the central focus of this book,
which makes the case for the reconsideration and replacing of Lamb in
the literary, cultural, and historical life of the 1790s, one of the most
productive periods of his early career.
Part of the reason Lamb has been largely overlooked is the difficulty
of placing him in the period. His politics were never overt or easily
categorised; even some of his contemporaries were baffled by his
inclusion in the Anti-Jacobin cartoon. ‘I know not what poor Lamb has
done to be croaking there,’ Southey commented, and his confusion
has echoed through the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.4 ‘No one
could be more innocent than Lamb of political heresy’ asserted his
Victorian editor and friend Thomas Noon Talfourd.5 The great Elian
E. V. Lucas – whose 1912 edition of the Lambs is still standard – agreed
that the writings of Lamb and Lloyd ‘were as far removed from
Jacobinism as from bimetallism’.6 For Talfourd and Lucas there is something comforting, even noble, about Lamb’s apparent apolitical stance,
a willed innocence which transcends worldly ties. For others, Lamb’s
evasiveness has been deeply frustrating. Apparently more interested in
roast pig than Peterloo, Lamb’s attention to the homely, the domestic
and the familiar has been regarded with suspicion. Complacent, selfindulgent, interested in ‘drink, gastronomy and smoking,’ thundered
Denys Thompson, while for Cyril Connolly, Lamb takes after Addison,
an ‘apologist for the New Bourgeoisie’.7 For these critics of the 1930s,
alert to the menace of war, Lamb is ‘the bourgeois house-holder who
lets the firebugs into his attic’, who turns away from political threat to
admire a tea-cup.8
Although this outcry soured Lamb’s reputation through the midtwentieth century, and probably triggered his gradual disappearance
from school and university syllabuses, more recently this same evasiveness
and resistance to categorisation has prompted some exciting criticism
of both Charles and Mary Lamb.9 The research of Burton Pollin and
Winifred F. Courtney in the 1970s showed us how to read the AntiJacobin cartoon, demonstrating the ways in which Lamb was deeply – if
idiosyncratically – involved with political thought of the period.10 Jane
Aaron’s seminal monograph on the Lambs similarly showed the shaping
importance of their historical and cultural context, while emphasising
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the complexity of their own attitudes, the way in which the ‘swerves
and slippages of their language’ register ‘a number of apparently
contradictory possibilities’.11 Recent work has furthered our sense of
the ambiguities of the Lambs’ place in social and literary history. Mary
Lamb has begun to receive sustained critical and biographical attention, and Elia’s complex political and stylistic negotiations with his
London Magazine context have been freshly analysed in the last few
years.12 Karen Fang has argued for an imperialist Elia, whose essays offer
‘an inclusive, consumer version of the romantic tradition’.13 Denise
Gigante has similarly emphasised Lamb’s consumerist power: re-reading
the gluttony of Edax and Lamb’s own ready appetite for snipes, plumcake and brawn, she sees his sensual gustatory pleasures as a knowing
‘assertion of low-urban taste’ which critiques and challenges Romantic
ideals of ‘pure aesthetic subjectivity’.14 Gigante’s stimulating readings
mark a welcome rediscovery of Lamb’s lesser-known work, also evident
in Judith Plotz’s analysis of the sometimes disturbing imagery of
children – child-sweeps, boiled babies, Child-Angels – in his later poetry,
essays, conversation and letters.15 The neglected drama John Woodvil
(1802) has similarly been discussed very usefully by Anya Taylor as a
way into understanding the shifting identities of Lamb’s drunken
selves.16 It is an unsettling, disconcerting, provocative Lamb who
emerges from these new readings – a belated response to Mary Wedd’s
1977 call for us to ‘put the guts back into Charles Lamb’, and an
acknowledgement that the suspicions of the Anti-Jacobin might not have
been misplaced.17
I want to continue and expand these exciting new readings of Lamb
back into the 1790s: he needs to be fully replaced in the context of these
rough politicised exchanges of the revolutionary decade. Not only do
Lamb’s early works merit rediscovery and re-reading – he is also crucially
important as a friend and shrewd reader of others in the period.18
Exploring the constant negotiations taking place within his 1790s
friendships, I show how his complicated political allegiances are
interwoven with personal attitudes and arguments. I argue that certain
enduring principles and loyalties underpin Lamb’s writing – such as his
background in religious Dissent – creating what Joseph Nicholes has
termed Lamb’s ‘politics by indirection’.19 The Anti-Jacobin satirists were
right to place Lamb in the midst of Unitarians such as Joseph Priestley,
whom he deeply admired. Such Unitarian allegiances helped to inform
the ideal of friendship and sympathetic feeling which lies at the very
centre of Lamb’s creative and social identity. Having understood the
importance of this ideal, we can then see more clearly the deeper
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implications of his persistent focus on the homely and personal – and
of his familiar, allusive style.
What looks at first glance like Burkean conservatism might very well
be a beleaguered statement of Unitarian radical belief in home and
family. A domestic quarrel amongst friends might have much larger
ideological implications. An allusion to a friend’s poem can open into a
fierce political and literary dialogue, where attitudes to friendship,
reading and writing, and society are simultaneously negotiated. I want
to restore our sense of why that friendly pairing of Lamb and Lloyd –
and their apparently innocuous verse of friendship – might have been
viewed as dangerous by the Anti-Jacobin.
Although this book is about how friendship was read by (and in regard
to) Lamb and his circle in the period, it is also about the importance of
reading in these friendships. These were relationships forged through
shared reading and mutual criticism, expressed through poems dedicated
to one another and in dialogue with each other’s work. Lamb is especially
important as an intermediary, constantly reading and re-writing the
works of his friends. Drawing both upon his Unitarian convictions and
upon his eclectic and diverse explorations of literature, Lamb produces
his own versions of Coleridge poems, and uses Wordsworthian techniques to describe his own urban experiences. In his diverse work of the
period – letters, poetry, a novel, a drama and some playful forgeries – he
responds on both a literary and an emotional level to his changing
friendships with Wordsworth, Coleridge, and Lloyd. Phrases and ideas
are transformed as they move from one context to another, from a letter
by Lamb to a poem by Coleridge, from the private to the public sphere,
and back again. While there is an enduring interest in the relationship
between Wordsworth and Coleridge, Lamb remains the missing link.
Reading his little-known works alongside, say, Coleridge’s contributions
to the Monthly Magazine, Osorio, The Borderers, or Lyrical Ballads, allows a
much fuller insight into the creative dynamics of early Romanticism,
and of Romantic friendship. Meshed together through allusion, quotation,
echo, and personal reference, these works create a larger conversation of
friendship: coded, deeply allusive, politically inflected.
Tuning into these multiple voices, or exploring the Anti-Jacobin’s
rowdy bestial panorama of radicals, runs counter to a key myth of
Romanticism: the concept of solitary inspiration in nature, the lone poet
secure in his rural, bardic isolation. It is exemplified by Hazlitt’s image
of a Wordsworth who ‘lives in the busy solitude of his own heart; in the
deep silence of thought’ (Howe, XIX: 11), or by Benjamin Robert Haydon’s
classic portrait of Wordsworth alone above the mists of Helvellyn, far

